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Guitarists strum
a captivating
tune for Liberty
audience
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Abortion battle continues

B Y C H R I S EDWARDS

An abortion doctor In Amherst, N.Y. has been
killed by a sniper's bullet through his kitchen
window after returning home from the synagogue.
Dr. Barnett Sleplan. 51, has been the target of
anti-abortion groups since the 1980s.
New York Gov. George Patakl called the killing
"beyond a tragedy ... an act of terrorism," and
vowed to seek the death penalty for the killer.
Prolifers condemned the attack as well.
No arrests have been made In the murder yet

Champion Reporter

Bombing victims remembered
Ground was broken for a memorial site this
past weekend In remembrance of the 168 people
who died In the Oklahoma City bombing.
Thousands were in attendance, Including Vice
President Al Gore and Attorney General Janet
Reno. The two Initiated the ground breaking with
a shared shovel of dirt
The bombing took place In the spring of 1995
in the Murrah Federal building by convicted
bombers Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols.
McVeigh faces the death penalty for his role In
the attack.

Thalidomide conies back
After being banned worldwide for causing horrible birth defects, the drug Thalidomide has once
again gained FDA approval.
Previously, over 12,000 babies In the United
States, over the past 35 years, have suffered
severe effects from the drug.
The drug is no longer being sold as a sedative for
pregnant women, but is instead being used to
help patients with bone marrow cancer and leprosy. The drug was at one time known as the
world's most notorious drug.

Netscape tackles Microsoft
Netscape

Communications

Corp.

claims

that Microsoft tried to keep them from competing with the Microsoft Windows 95 program by dividing the browser market.
The U.S. Justice Department has initiated
litigation against Microsoft, accusing the software giant, of unfair trade practices and trying to s h u t competitors out of the market.
Microsoft's defenders point out that
Microsoft controls a large share of the market
because it produces a product consumers like.

Serbs ignore deadline
Less than 24 hours before a NATO-imposed
deadline for Serbian forces to pull their troops
back from Kosovo, observers report that Serbs
are instead reinforcing their positions.
The deadline agreement was reached on Oct
12. Serbs have been fighting to suppress ethnic
Albanian rebels In the renegade province.
Albanians outnumber Serbs 9-1 in Kosovo.
NATO will now have to decide whether to follow
up on their threat of alrstrlkes to help the rebels.

Jackson considers 2000 run
Former presidential candidate Jesse Jackson
says he may run for the White House In 2000.
Jackson, who also sought the Democratic nomination in 1984 and 1988, said he Is "leaning In that
direction. The groundwork has been laid for a real
serious challenge," he added.
Jackson stated his contention that the
Democratic ticket should Include a black candidate in 2000, said he Is not yet certain hell make
the run. Republicans, for their part, are thought to
be considering black Congressman J.C. Watts for a
spot on the GOP ticket
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TED NEUMANN

GHOULISH GUESTS - The empty house on Carroll Avenue, known fondly as ScareMare, hosts a variety of ghostly visitors this month. From the Insane Asylum (pictured above) to the Crucifixion Room, youth
groups, teenagers and other brave souls were escorted through this "house of death" over each weekend. Hundreds of people were saved every night that the house was in operation. Please see page 8 for
more information on the event.
,

Former LU prof begins
voyage for the lost ark
Hall hopes to find the final resting
place of Noah's ark at Mt. Ararat
BY BILL MEYER

Champion Reporter
Jim Hall, an LU biology professor from
1976 to 1994, has assembled a team that
will travel to Mt Ararat In search of
Noah's Ark.
The expedition will take place In
August of 1.999, within the few weeks
when the weather around the 17,000 foot
mountain allows some degree of accessibility. A helicopter with ground-penetrating radar, as well as other sensing
devices, Is expected to be used In the Initial phases of the operation.
Hall, who was the associate director for
the Center of Creation Studies before
leaving Liberty, founded Ark Research
Ministries In February and has assembled a team of 13 scientists and technicians to assist him.

The only other local man In
Ark Research Ministries
is
Lynchburg-based photographer
Robert DeVaul. He will provide
still photography if the team
finds and approaches the object
of Interest.
"If we find the Ark, it'll be exciting
to provide photographic evidence to
substantiate the claims of the
Bible," DeVaul said.
Hall recently returned to
Lynchburg after meeting with
Turkish officials. He Is confident
that he will be granted permission
to search Mt Ararat
If the team can find the Ark,
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NEWS & ADVANCE
Turkish officials plan to cash-in on
what will clearly be a source of AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN - Former LU

biology professor Jim Hall shows some of the

Please see ARK on page 2 evidence for creationism.

The trio of Wes King, Phil Keaggy
and Out of the Grey rolled Inconspicuously Into the Schilling Multipurpose Center Friday night
Not a lot of fanfare. Just a big
stage and lots of guitars.
But after the concert, students, faculty and many families
from the community realized
they had heard three of the best
guitarists in Christian music, If
not the music world In general,
on one stage.
The group, King, Keaggy and
Scott Dente of Out of the Grey collaborated on "Invention." The
Instrumental album captured the
Christian Music Association Dove
Award In that category. The tour
features the group playing songs
from the album.
Before uniting to play, the trio
teased the audience with material
from individual projects from the
past and present
Wes King opened the show with
a look at his past with songs like
"Sticks
and
Stones"
and
"Simplify." His Intricate guitar
work faded and his heart opened
with "Thought You'd Be Here," a
song that chronicles the struggle
he and his wife have been enduring In their quest to have a child.
Without a pause, King introduced the husband and wife duo
of Scott and Christine Dente: Out
of the Grey. The duo continued the
Introspective theme, with "Disappear" from their new album "See
Inside." Scott Dente showed his
artistry with the acoustic guitar on
"The Deep" and Christine complemented the male theme with energetic and lofty vocals.
Scott Dente called for Phil
Keaggy, said by some to be the
best guitarist in the world, to
come to the stage. As he calmly
said hello, pulled out a pick,
chose a guitar and launched
Into "John the Revelator," the
crowd was mesmerized.
The piece seemed to last forever
as Keaggy tickled th strings of his
electric guitar. The crowd roared
approval of his mastery, fitting for
a man who has been honored by
"Guitar Player" magazine and
"CCM" magazine as a top guitarist
Keaggy was also the 1998 recipient
of the Nashville Music Award as
"Guitarist of the Year."
Keaggy also played from his
current self-titled release, and
after intermission the trio united on stage.
First explaining that the
"Invention" album was mostly
Instrumental, the trio wowed the
audience with various songs written by the three. For 45 minutes in
the two-and-a-half hour show,
they played, and after an encore,
the trio ended with a fitting tribute
to a fallen friend and artist .
Like Michael W. Smith, who
ended his September show at LU
with a tribute to Rich Mulllns, Phil
Keaggy closed the show with "Hold
Me Jesus," a Mulllns song.

Late nights add fatigue to college life
Second in a Series
BY DJ

WRIGHT

Champion Reporter
Thomas Edison once said, "A man doesn't need
any sleep." Edison may have invented the electric
light bulb, but his views
on sleep were far off the
mark.
"It's completely wrong,"
said Dr. Richard Lane of
Light Medical Services.
Jennifer Fonteyne, a
registered polysomnologlst (sleep specialist) at
Virginia Baptist Hospital adds, "We definitely
need sleep in order to live and function properly."
Scientists generally agree that college age students should be getting al least six, and possibly
as many as nine, hours of sleep per night. Of
course, In a college atmosphere many things get In
the way of good sleep habits.
Doctors usually agree that sleep should be chosen over studying. Gay Reynolds, a registered

nurse with the Virginia
Health Department says,
"Staying awake (to study)
will cause you to lose
energy so you can't function or think properly."
Stress can make students lose sleep, which
In turn causes further
stress,
resulting in
a
vicious
cycle that
can prove
destructive.
Many students
try
to make up
for lost sleep by crashing on the weekends.
Fonteyne says this
will not work. "You
can never m a k e u p
sleep. Once It's gone,
It's gone.

Your
Health
Needs

Please see SLEEP, pg. 4

TED NEUMANN

WHO NEEDS EIGHT HOURS OF SLEEP? - Without the proper amount of
sleep, experts warn that students may be opening themselves up to a myriad of illnesses as well as fatigue throughout the semester.
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Career day to spotlight LU talents
Duke University Medical Center
and
the Leadership Institute.
Champion Reporter
Information on what majors
Liberty's Career Center is each company is looking for can
sponsoring Career Day for stu- be found on Liberty's career
dents on Thursday, Nov! 5, center website at www. liberbetween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. in ty.edu/resources/career.
the DeMoss Atrium.
"Career fairs like this are one
Many national companies are of the best opportunities for
coming for Career Day. They students to find a Job or internare looking for s t u d e n t s a s ship," said Karin Griffin, direcprospective employees In all tor of the Career Center.
majors, including accounting,
The Career Center recom
sports management, business mends that seniors plan to
and communications.
have copies of their resumes
Over 50 companies a r e available to hand out or mall to
expected to be available to stu- prospective employers.
dents at Career Day. Among the
Also seniors should ask quescompanies attending are First tions about present and future
Virginia
Bank,
J.Crew, openings in the companies and
Concerned Women For America, about organizational objectives.

It is also suggested that students send a follow-up letter to
each employer they speak with,
If they are interested.
However, Career Day is not
Just for seniors. Juniors may be
looking for an Internship with
one organization or another.
Also anyone can u s e this
opportunity to polish their
interviewing skills and discover
whether particular Jobs require
graduate school.
Freshman a n d sophomores
can ask what majors are hired
by a company, and they can
also learn about Job shadowing
during a break. They can also
decide whether or not their
major is beneficial to the career
they want.

B Y CRKIO RAIKKS

Career Day: The LU Career
Center will hold its "Career
Day" on Nov. 5 In the DeMoss
atrium. Students are invited
to come see displays from
many employers looking to
hire students or graduates.

presents a Bible fellowship, to
be held in DH 119 on Saturday.
Oct. 31 at 3:30 p.m. Dean
Melany Pearl and "Rapture" will
be special guests.
Church Praise Time: The
Court Street Baptist Church
Step Team presents "Jammln'
for Jesus Stepfest," featuring
liberty University "Praise In
Motion" and many other praise
teams. The event Is scheduled
for Nov. 7 at 3 p.m. For more
information, call 847-8209.

Vocal Recital: The LU
Department of Fine Arts presents the senior recital of
bass-baritone Daniel Laws.
The recital will be held on
O c t 29 In Pate Chapel at
Thomas
Road
Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m. For
more Info., call the Fine Arts Harvest Festival: The comdepartment at ext. 2318.
muter student office presents a
commuter harvest festival on
Golf Tourney: The Larry Friday, Oct 30. The festival will
Gene Robinson Memorial be at Camp Hydaway, five minGolf Tournament will be held utes from LU's campus, from 7
on Saturday, Oct. 31 to ben- to 9 p.m. Bring chips, cookies
efit the Larry Robinson or a 2-liter soft drink, and bring
Student Athlete Scholarship a friend. For directions call the
Fund. For information, call commuter office at ext 2824.
Tom Keys at ext. 2230 or
Marty Miracle at e x t 7721.
Fine Arts Production: The
Lynchburg Fine Arts Center
Upper Room Concert: The presents Gilbert and Sullivan's
Upper Room presents Brave "Pirates of Penzance," Nov. 7,
Little Toaster and Crown Ov 13, 14, 20 and 21 at 8 p.m.
Thornz In concert on Friday, and Nov. 8 and 22 at 2 p.m.
Oct 30. The event kicks off Tickets go on sale on Nov. 2,
with a praise service at 7 p.m., and cost from $7 to $12.
followed by the concert at 7:30
p.m. There is a $4 charge at Cheerleading tryouts: The LU
the door. For more Information cheerleadlng squad will hold
call 845-6095 or 525-7124.
tryouts on Friday, Oct 30.
Tryouts will be held In the LU
Bible Fellowship: "Holy Nation" cheerleadlng room at 5 p.m.
Send postings a s far to advance a s possible to Rick Boyer, c/o
the Liberty Champion.

The Career Center is offering
advice to those who need help
in putting together
their
resumes and those who need to
improve their
Interviewing
skills. An interviewing workshop is being held on Oct. 29 at
4:30 p.m. in the library classroom. Also a resume workshop
is being held after Career Day
on Nov. 12 at 4 p.m in the
Career Center.
Students who need help In
preparing resumes can stop by
the Career Center in DeMoss
107 or call the office at 2352.
"Attending Career Day provides an opportunity to practice
Interviewing skills, arrange an
Internship or find a summer or
full time Job," Griffin said.

Former Liberty professor searches for the Ark
Continued from Page 1
worldwide fascination. "The Turkish government wants to build a tram up to the site,"
Hall said.
Then they have an airline that they want to
inaugurate toflypeople from all over the world to
it And they want to put this big geodetic dome
over it to keep the weather out," he continued.
The Intriguing prospect of the group possibly
finding Noah's Ark has already given them international attention. A recent local article by The
News & Advance was picked up by the
Associated Press.
From there, the British Broadcasting
Company heard about the upcoming expedition
and interviewed Hall on one of its London-based
talk shows.
However, Hall and his colleagues aren't motivated by fame and fortune. Because of this, Hall
believes that God might allow his team to actually find and explore the Ark.
"IVe been researching the area of creation and
the Ark for 35 years," Hall said. "And IVe seen
every Tom, Dick and Harry go over there. What
appalled me was the ego that these people had.
"God had a personal Involvement In the construction of the Ark; supervising the whole thing
and ... closing the door. I didn't think He'd allow

anyone with selfish motives to find the Ark."
If the team finds the Ark and can gain access
to it, they will perform a thorough measurement
of the structure to see If it corresponds to the
dimensions that are given in the Old Testament
They will also use videotape to permanently
record the find in Its unmolested state.
"We're going to make a video documentary of
the discovery," Hall said. "We're going to take
the people inside and go through it deck by
deck. But we're going to perform good science
for the benefit of the scientific community,
because we also have to prove that this is the
structure that the Bible talks about"
Hall plans to use the videos a s a way to
attract crowds into crusades that he hopes
to conduct. After speaking about Noah's
Ark, the gospel message would then be
shared at each meeting.
So far, the only potential evidence of the existence of the Ark comes from two sources. First,
an 80-year-old Armenian man told researchers
he saw the Ark when he was a youngster. That
interview was conducted in 1970.
Secondly, a photograph that the U.S. Air
Force took In 1949, and declassified In 1985,
seems to show an "anomaly" that could be Interpreted as the hull of a ship.
Hall gains further encouragement from a

conversation that he had with a Liberty
student four years ago. "Three months
before I left Liberty," he said, "one of my
students, who used to work in defense
intelligence up in the Pentagon, came into
my office and said, 'I saw the Ark. My Job
was to classify and file photographs that
were taken by our spy satellites. One day
my superior handed me some photographs
and casually said that they were pictures
of Noah's Ark.'"
In a best-case scenario, if the team does
find the Ark, it brings u p questions a s to
how agnostics and atheists would explain
the discovery. "If we can prove definitively
the existence of the Ark," Hall said, "then
there is no argument. For the atheist, he'll
be without excuse."
More information on Ark Research
Ministries can be obtained by accessing its
Web site at http://users.aol.com/mknelsler/
noah nahome. htm.
To receive their monthly newsletter, requests
may be sent to mknelsler@aol.com.
To support the expedition financially, contributions can be sent to Ark Research Ministries,
PO Box 4312, Lynchburg VA 24502.
Jim Hall can be personalty contacted at
profhall@cwlx.com.

Partie to sponsor Europe trip
B Y CHRISTAL THOMPSON

Champion Reporter
Many people long to view
medieval castles, take long trips
across the seacoasts or even
journey through mountains and
valleys on a scenic tour.
The English department is
offering an opportunity to tour
Great Britain. "Britain a n d
Ireland In Depth" is a 16-day
tour t h a t is sponsored by
Educational Foundation Educational Tours (EF). Professors Dr.
David Partie a n d tour coleader Kenny Rowlette will
lead the trip to Great Britain.
"Britain a n d Ireland In
Depth" will be held from J u n e
3, 1999 to J u n e 18. The tour
will include visits to Ireland,
England, Scotland and Wales.
The tour is open to everyone
Including students and members of the community.
It will consist of scenic rides
along the coastal routes of
Europe, historical Journeys and
many sightseeing attractions.
Travelers will visit the Ring of
Kerry In southern Ireland. This
part of the trip will provide
close-up views of the Atlantic.
The tour is scheduled to Journey to Dublin and visit its historic countryside.
In Dublin, the tour group will
view ancient ruins of medieval
castles and famous Viking sites.
The travelers will enjoy many
historic attractions in North
Wales. In England they will visit
the home of poet William
Wordsworth In the Lake District.
They will also visit the home of

William
Shakespeare
a t will offer a range of other benefits. The tour affords particiStratford - on -Avon.
They will take a n excursion pants a n opportunity to broadto Ben Nevis, Britain's highest en their horizons, by providing
mountain and look for the elu- them a n a d v e n t u r o u s tour
sive monster said to inhabit throughout Britain.
The tour gives Individuals a
Loch Ness. Live theater productions a n d plays are listed chance to share faith with the
British. Lastly, individuals live
throughout the tour agenda.
The idea to tour Britain orig- and experience places they
inated three years ago with Dr. would have only read about.
Partie. Partie, with the help of "It (the tour) allows education
Dr. Trlna Ruth, formulated a to come alive," Partie said.
Partie encourages
those
plan to combine forces with
interested
to
turn
in
an
applianother organization such a s
EF Educational Tours a n d cation and a payment of $90
to ensure a place on the tour.
tour Britain.
During his life, Partie h a s Applications are available In
lived In Germany and traveled the English department.
Applications and money will
to Europe. "I wanted students
to be able to share in some of be accepted until Nov. 15. On
the. enjoyable a n d enriching Nov. 5 a meeting will be held to
experiences that I have h a d discuss fundraising opportunities. For more information
throughout life," he said.
In addition to pleasurable call (804) 582-2439 or stop by
traveling, Partie hopes the tour Partie's office in CM 220.
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Light Medical. Inc.
Light Medical, Inc. would like to
express their sincere thanks for
granting us the opportunity to
meet your medical needs.
Scott B. Adams, M.D.
Gregg R. Albers, M.D.
Ruth Brooks, F.N.P.
Richard A. Lane, M.D.
Located on campus
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Fund formed to aid struggling COMS majors

LU community
stunned after
sudden death

"Kirkpatrick Helping Hand" to help meet needs of COMS students who lack finances
dents where students were facThe Whartons wanted to apply
Although this Is primarily for tance for unanticipated acadeing financial problems, b u t the principle set In Matthew s t u d e n t s , a faculty member mic needs (excluding textthere was no aid for them. For 25:40, where Christ states, with a particular need can also books), assistance for emerThe LU Communications Instance, o n e girl h a d h e r"whatever you did for one of the seek help through h i s / h e r gencies created by the loss of a
Department has started a new laundry stolen, and she didn't least of these brothers of mine, chairperson and the dean of Job and assistance for inciemergency fund, called t h e have enough money to buy a you did for H B H B 1 | a a H H M | M H ^ ^ H ^ H H t h e School of dents in which students are
Kirkpatrick Helping
Hand, whole new wardrobe. In anoth- me."
Communications. financially unable to comply
which is designed specifically er case one student was not "The gift by "The gift by Jim and Ann There will be with the dress code.
for declared communications eating well because he did not Jim and Ann
Students can apply by conno s e t deadWharton is the best
majors.
have the money.
lines so t h a t tacting a faculty member in
Wharton Is the
"We know students have a lot best
It Is planned to help those
their d e p a r t m e n t or their
demon- demonstration of servant e m e r g e n c y
declared in communications of different needs," said J i m stration of seradvisers,
who will have applineeds
c
a
n
be
leadership the faculty
studies and English with emer- Wharton. "We felt we could do vant
forms.
The form
addressed a s cation
leadercan show."
gency expenses that arise dur- something so they would have ship that facquickly a s pos- requires the student to explain
somewhere to turn when there ulty can show,"
ing the school year.
the need and give an estimate
sible.
Ann Wharton, a communica- was no other help available to c o m m e n t e d
of
the cost needed to fill it.
The
s
t
u
d
e
n
t
- Dr. William Gribbin
tions professor, and her h u s - them."
The sponsoring faculty memseeking
help
Grlbbin. "The
Dean of Communications m u s t be in ber will also add h i s / h e r recThe money was provided by gift follows the
band J a m e s started the fund.
Inheritance
that t h e pattern the
They worked on it over t h e a n
good standing ommendation, which will then
summer, a n d Dr. William Whartons received from Ann's Whartons have set over t h e academically, socially a n d be given to the committee hanJohn
a n d Alice years."
Gribbln, dean of the School of cousins
spiritually to receive assls- dling the fund for review.
Communications a n d Cecil Margaret Kirkpatrick. The
Funds are available ImmediA three-person committee, tance. The fund wlll consider
Kramer, chairman of the com- Whartons had also donated the which will Include the dean o r unanticipated needs like travel ately to qualified majors, and
munications
d e p a r t m e n t , Kirkpatrick Media Center In a chairman, one faculty mem- assistance for family emergen- anyone wishing to contribute
1996 with the money and ded- ber and J a m e s Wharton, will cies, a s s i s t a n c e for medical to the fund may do so by conapproved it this semester.
According to Mrs. Wharton icated the labs in memory of make the decisions on whoemergencies for which there Is tacting Dr. Gribbln a t (804)
there have been several Inci- the Kirkpatrick's.
should receive assistance.
no Insurance available, assis- 582-2777.
BY JENNIFER

B Y RICK

PAITI.ES

Champion Reporter

BOVER

News Editor
The Liberty University campus Is In mourning this week
after the death of Larry
Robinson. Robinson, who
served In the admissions
department, collapsed and
died of a massive heart attack
at his home Tuesday night
Robinson, 29. had served at
Liberty for years, both In
admissions and in the registrar's office, and was a former
football player for the Flames.
Robinson's supervisor, Rick
Raspberry, spoke of the loss
afterwards. "It was his wife's
birthday, and he was taking
her outforher birthday. He
Was talking on the phone and
he collapsed." Raspberry said
medical
personnel
were
unable to revive Robinson.
Raspberry said everyone
was shocked a t Robinson's
sudden death. He added that
Robinson was "tall, athletic
and fit. With the way he ate
and worked out so religiously,
it hadtobe hereditary."
Robinson leaves behind not
only his wife Suzanne, but a 4year-old son, a 2-year-old
daughter and his wife is pregnant with their third child.
Raspberry said the mood at
the office after the news was
"shock, disbelief. Wednesday
was a very difficult day."
"Larry was the kind of person everyone liked naturally.
He had a knack for making
whoever he was talking to feel
like the most important person
in the world," Raspberry said.
Lew Welder, who serves as
the
Robinsons*
Sunday
School teacher, echoed the
memories. "He was always
out for the underdog. He just
cared about people."
Welder said the reaction
from God's people h a s been
huge. "It's been very overwhelming, the amount of love
and support, because of
Larry's personality and his
love for people.
"The Sunday School class
and many outside the class
have sent food, love-gifts and
time," Welder reflected.
An offering in convocation
on Wednesday raised over
$7,000tohelp with expenses,
Welder said. Staff and faculty
gave thefr own offering on the
following Monday.
The Flames football team
honored their fallen alumnus
during Saturday's
game
against Buffalo. The team
wore "LR" on their helmets in
his memory.
"Larry loved everyone and
expressed his love in very specific, personal ways," Welder
said, adding that it has not
been forgotten. "God's people
have been very good with this
great loss."

Praise and fellowship mark "MISO Live" event
dees through song to live a life free form to the glory of God," Junior
from sin and obey Christ
Jabbar Burke said.
Rejoice Ministries enthralled the
Second place went to the group
Crowds of Liberty students gath- audience during Intermission with Don P and CZ . The third place
ered outside the Schilling Center a captivating act on the idea of winner was Praise In Motion.
The event also featured a segas early as 7:30 p.m. on Saturday good works within the Christian
evening, anxiously awaiting the life. The act featured characters ment for the children, "MISO kids."
widely publicized "MISO LIVE" such as the lust goddess and the John Mark Maflnga and sister
event sponsored by the Minority demon of good works. The theme Alice Maflnga did a song and dance
of the act was to have a concen- in which the crowd was able to
and International Student Office.
The program began a t 8:30 trated relationship with Christ, not actively participate. Rejoice Kids
p.m. with a MISO LIVE promo- simply a relationship based on Joceryn and Brittany Anderson,
tional video in which many of the good works. The stage was bright- age 9 and Lauren Anderson, age
participants in the event were ened by black and gold tassels and 10 sang a song accompanied with
featured. The group "Four Feet flags as Rejoice Ministries conclud- heartfelt hand motions.
MISO Live originated about
Deep" began the program with a ed their performance with a mime
three years ago as a talent show
rap piece encouraging audience and dance routine.
After intermission Don P and CZ within Black History Month. Since
members to give their lives to
Christ. Sophomore AC. Reeves showed the audifollowed by singing Steven ence "how to
Curtis Chapman's "Prodigal praise God." The
group "Praise in
Revive for Christ."
The excitement did not stop Motion" conductthere; a drama was next on MISO ed a dance, step
LIVE's agenda. "Taryn and and mime rouEvetta
Company" re-enacted a church tine.
service. In which sophomore appealed to the
Gregory Alexander excited the audience in her
asking
audience with an imitation sermon song
Christians to rec"Living the Life ."
their
Students Regina McFarland, ognize
Samuel Anthony and Phillip b l e s s i n g s .
for
McFarland' made up the group "Soldiers
"Special." "Special" featured a song Christ" trained
by Christian artist BeBe Wlnans young people for
entitled, "Did You Know," evoking the army of the
the love of Christ and the love we Lord in a rap rendition.
should have for one another.
The first place
Kisha Moore and Smokey Luv
aroused the crowd with a rap that winner of the
centered around glorifying God $150 prize award
and having a firm foundation was the group
"Rapture. "
throughout the Christian walk.
sang
"In each song there is a lesson, Rapture
In each note there is God's blessing several songs- by
diverse sisters in Christ, from dif- artist Boyz II Men
ferent walks of life we areand a host of
familiar
'Expressions,'" student and group other
Dan Schoepflin
songs.
"It
Is such
member Robin Williams said.
Dressed in colorful yellow and a blessing to win. SOUND OF PRAISE — Phillip McFarland performs
black jackets the vocal group It Is wonderful to
with the group "Special" during MISO Live.
"Expressions" encouraged atten- be able to perB Y CHRISTAL THOMPSON

Champion Reporter

then the event has escalated to
new heights. This year's event was
open to the community and students and reached an audience of
over 400. This is the talent extravaganza of the semester. It allows
Christian young people to come
together and have fun In the Lord
Jesus," Dean Melany Pearl said.

Students were very pleased with
the outcome of the event "I am
glad to be able to attend MISO
LIVE. I enjoy working with MISO,"
freshman Letitla Manning said.
Dean Pearl and the Minority and
International Student Office wish
to thank all who volunteered to
make the program a success.
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New summer program
augments Spanish dept.
B Y SHAUN CHELOREEN

Champion Reporter
"I am the father of LUSSI,"
said Dr. David Towles, director
of the Liberty
University
Summer Spanish
Institute
(LUSSI).
The LUSSI program was first
conceived In 1978 by Towles.
He believes that a classroom Is
good for learning the basics of
a foreign language, b u t lacks
the kind of Interaction and
experience that you need to
become fluent.
"To really become fluent In a
modern language you need an
overseas experience," explained
Towles. He knew the need for
foreign Interaction was a
necessity for a strong major In
a foreign language. Twenty
years later, LUSSI was born.
LUSSI Is an Intensive, totallmmerslon program In language. Six S p a n i s h credit
hours are offered for any student taking LUSSI. LUSSI Is
designed as a requirement of
the new Spanish major.

The program will last for five
weeks, starting with one week
at Liberty teaching basics of
behavior and basic knowledge
of a foreign country. The
remaining four weeks are
spent In La Llbertad (meaning
Liberty), El Salvador, and the
projected dates are May 10
through J u n e 13, 1999.
The cost of tuition, travel,
room and board Is $3,180: that
can be raised through sponsorships and T-shirt sales.
Upon arriving In El Salvador
students will attend Spanish
classes from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. dally.
Every Tuesday and Thursday
the students are Involved with
the local people, sponsoring
sports, education, health and
praise and worship activities.
These events are all coordinated by the students, allowing a first hand experience in
operating the events. They are
held on a nine-acre location
that features swimming, soccer, volleyball, basketball and
other facilities.

LUSSI Is led and directed by
Towles, Director of Academics Dr.
Chris Foley, Director of Health
Ministry Dr. Joe Mix, and
Director of Ministry Jorge Molina.
The LUSSI
program
is
designed and arranged to have
a focus on Spanish but Is considered to be a tool of evangelism to the predominantly
Catholic people of El Salvador.
"I'm going to make a difference. El Salvador has a great
need for what we can give it,"
said Molina.
As LUSSI opens Its doors to
the community it gives the students a chance to spread the
gospel. "What can provide better motivation to learn Spanish
than evangelism in Spanish?"
Towles asked.
LUSSI is envisioned as a
Spanish program with many
opportunities, and many of the
students involved see it as a way
of changing their own lives. "I
want my life to change from this
experience. I want my faith to
increase from this experience,"
said Molina.

Student sleep deficits can
destroy effectiveness
Continued

from

Page 1

Sleeping in is bad for you because
it disrupts your sleeping habits."
She recommends a regular bedtime seven days a week.
Some students find themselves
lying in bed for long periods,
even hours, unable to sleep. This
may be a symptom of insomnia,
and should be taken more seriously by students.
It's a serious medical condition t h a t can weaken the
immune system, making one
more susceptible to illness. It
affects energy and memory
retention. Lane suggests seeing a doctor if sleeplessness
persists for two weeks or more.
Sleeping pills can be nelpful

on a short term basis, b u t they
are not an ideal solution. The
re are four levels of sleep the
body uses.
The first two levels are a light
sleep, which can be caused by
sleeping pills, and a deep sleep
which allows the body to heal
itself and is not generally

obtained by pills. A long-term
use of pills can become part of
the problem rather than part of
the solution.
Lane says by pushing sleep
to the end of their priority
lists, students are neglecting
one of the most important
parts of their lives.
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Still want to go to Israel. . .

but money is tight. . .
Liberty University has made arrangements with Central
National Bank to finance the Study Tour up to $1,984.°°
This amount includes the cost of the course for those
interested in taking the Tour for academic credit.

Central National
B
ank
Lynchburg
is offering loans up to $1,984.00*

Sampling of Loan Amounts with Payments
Monthly
s
Amount
Payment
Term
APR
$1,000 24 months
8.00 %
$45.22
$1,500 24 months
8.00 %
$67.84/
$1,984 24 months
8.00 %
$89.73
Credit Applications can be picked up at the Dean of Students' office between
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday or after Convocation at the Section
104 concession stand.

Central National Bank is offering to take applications for loans from students
interested in participating the Israel '99 Study Tour.

The cost of the Israel Study Tour is

00

$1399.

The Dean of Students office can answer questions regarding Credit Requirements,
Annual Percentage Rates (APR.) and completion of your loan application.
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OPINION
How to add a little
spice to Liberty's
convocations
T H E

L I B E R T Y

CH AMPION
T h e Official N e w s p a p e r of L i b e r t y U n i v e r s i t y
Established 1983

"... Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty. (2 Corinthians 3:17)"

It is a typical morning scene. 10
o'clock on Monday and the Vines
Center is swarming with activity as
students pour in through the building's doors. I push my way through
the crowd, in search of my RA and our
dorm's assigned portion of blue pastic
chairs.
I have been doing this for four years,
and regardless of how much I hate to
admit it, convocation has become routine and mundane. I have heard the
alter calls and the pleas for missions
workers. I have
heard the yearly
encouragement
from Dr. Falwell
and other staff
members, and I
have heard the
Courtesy of the USBIC Educational Foundation (800)767-2267.
speeches
prepared by committed men who are
in
full-time JENNIFER
Christian service. PILLATH
So, as I reflect
wmm^mmm^mmm
As I walked through the courtyard hypocrisy.
on the some 300
When people were being killed by
the other day, the leaves displayed a
convocations I have attended, I woncascade of maroon, gold and yellow. drunk drivers and abused by alcoholics,
der what could have made them betThe crisp air echoed the season's bril- Clinton chose to fight the battle against
ter. What would have made convocaliance and I gazed at the American flag tobacco. Though drug abuse is stronger
tion something that would have
waving in the October winds. It had than ever and our national defense is in impacted me before my j a u n t in the
begun to yellow with age and the stars shambles, he prioritized the war against
world of professional workers?
and stripes were a slightly faded mem- nicotine. As our economic deficit
Within the four years that we attend
increased and tobacco farmers across
ory of the starchy white.
Liberty University, we will be subjectI saw that flag and tears sprung to the nation depended on this product for
ed to approximately 380 convocations.
my eyes. I wanted to kneel down right their livelihood, our president struck
And during those 380 convocations,
there and pray for this country. Much out against this industry.
we will probably listen to a great deal
like the aging flag, America h a s
Clinton promoted a rampage of law
of pastors, missionaries and evangebecome so deteriorated that its purity suits against the industry. This instilists. Now, of course these are imporseems like a dream of the past.
gated tobacco price inflation, so the
tant people in any Christian's life, but
This is especially true in light of the industry could compensate for its loss.
here at Liberty, I cannot help but
president's impurity. Since sex Is Additionally, when certain lawsuits
think that we should be hearing from
Clinton's main defense, his attorneys depleted the tobacco industry's savtrained men and women in our own
argue that the prosecution's case is ings, the government tried to dabble in
professions.
nothing but an attack against the profits.
In the past, the schools and departClinton's personal life.
For instance, when Florida won its
ments a t Liberty have sponsored
Of course, the man lied to his coun- case against the industry, the governspeakers for convocation. They have
try, betrayed his family and committed ment demanded a majority of the cash
attempted to increase the diverse
a total of 11 impeachable offenses, yet prize. Now Clinton is saying he will
selection of speakers at Liberty.
his lawyers insist that his only crime reduce the lawsuit attacks, if the
In a class a few weeks ago, we lislies in his promiscuity.
tobacco industry will reform its ways.
tened to a tape of Peggy Wehmeyer, a
He must have found contentment
According to the Bible, this sin alone
broadcast journalist who came in
with the profits from the lawestablishes his presidential
1986 for Communications Week. She
suits or perhaps the tobacco
unworthiness; however, • flie
talked about the role of religion in the
industry provided a substanworld still w a n t s t o excuse*
media, she discussed her battles in
tial settlement. Either way, .
his sexual behavior. Very well
the newsroom a s a Christian and she
his anti-tobacco fad ended.
then, let's forget sex and
gave advice for her audience, many of
dicuss his remaining failures.
Now he can puff on a cigar
whom would soon be entering that
The polls reflect the
as an example to a n entire
frantic career world.
American majority's approval
country that tobacco is a
Listening to her speech gave me
of Clinton's role as president.
pleasurable product.
encouragement and showed me exactHowever, I cannot help but
Do»'t think that I'm pro- ly what I can be doing as a journalist.
wonder where they root this SUZANNE
tobacco. I simply believe that
She brought up relevant concerns that
MCDUFFIE
his campaign snowed a misnotion of his excellence.
need to be addressed in my life before
mm
After all, there was the
•••• ^ • • i l • placement of his priorities
I ever enter the career world.
caused by passion for wealth
General
Agreement
on
Yes, I do need to hear messages from
Tariffs and Trades (GAT) and North and power.
the Bible, but convocation was not
After all, by punishing smokers, he
American Free Trade Agreement
created to be another church service.
(NAFTA) in which American companies deprived them of their freedom to
The "Liberty Way" states that convoleft employees jobless so they could enjoy a habit. Bad as It may be,
cation was created for the purpose of
pay Mexicans slave wages for inexpen- Clinton had no right to invade
"providing forums for the social/politisive labor. Then there were Bosnia, American's liberties, especially when
cal topics of diverse interest for the
Somalia and Rwanda incidents, where there are so many other Important
benefit of students, faculty and staff."
American
soldiers'
lives
were issues that needed to be addressed.
The best way that I can see this hapdestroyed and wasted in wars that didEven when Clinton appeared to be
pening is by once again exploring the
n't even involve us. Not to mention the helping this country, his motivations
wide selection of speakers available for
fact that Clinton vetoed the Partial revealed his evil nature. In fact, he is one
engagements here at Liberty. If we
Birth Abortion Ban, thus promoting of the most wicked leaders in history.
could add more professionals to our
infanticide.
That's why the poles frighten me
list of convocations speakers, I would
The tragedy in this list of blunders is when they show that people think he
be satisfied. If we could add more
that it is only the beginning. It is a good president. The majority's
women to our list of convocation
astounds me that the American public opinion provides a peek into America's
speakers, I would be satisfied.
is content with the man, when we have heart of darkness.
The school of religion is not the only
to dig deep to find anything good that
If Americans condone this sort of
department
that should be representhe has done while in office.
behavior, then how long will it be
ed in our three-times-a-week campus
How can Americans say that Clinton before they stop Christians from
gathering. This is a community conis a good president when even his dally preaching against sinful lifestyles.
sisting of many different parts. The
habits indicate hypocrisy. For instance, After all, no one likes to feel guilty and
students here have a wide variety of
the president is known to smoke an this sinful nation will soon tire of
needs, and currently they are not
occasional cigar — a tobacco product.
Christian's condemnation.
being represented in convocation.
If we forgot about Monica Lewinsky,
When the country excused the presThe "Liberty Way" states that guest
forgot about Watergate, forgot about ident's sexual immorality as normal
speakers
frorrTthe world of business,
the alleged murders of Vince Foster, and ignored his myriad of failures, I
politics,
education,
religion and the
forgot about his advocacy of homosex- cried out to God for mercy. Even if sex
sciences"
would
provide
a refreshing
ual rights, if we just forgot everything wasn't the issue, the president's career
and
challenging
time
in
convocation.
and focused his hypocrital use of moves have shown him to be the
Perhaps it is time to re-examine the
tobacco, then we would find the sym- pagan of pagans. Yet, America excuses
purpose
of convocation. Perhaps a
bol of a man whose entire career has their beloved leader because his
change
needs
to be made.
been consumed by lust, greed and actions reflect their own.

Did Christians kill Shepard?
There is no doubt that God destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah because of their
sexual immorality. He called homosexuality an abomination and He condemned the pagan behavior. However, we as Christians do not have the right
to bash gays.
The New Testament clearly calls u s to hate the sin and love the sinner, so
the word of God proves the impossibility of biblically murdering a homosexual. True, the Bible calls Christians to proclaim the consequences of such
behavior in order to save a corrupt society from damnation. However, a
Christian's message comes from a loving concern not a hatred towards homosexuals.
When NBC Today Show hostess Katie Couric said that homosexual activists
accused popular Christian organizations of being accomplices In the Matthew
Shepard killing because of their hate speech, she could not offer any examples of
this prejudice. The reason why her question went without valid documentation Is
because coalitions such as Focus on the Family and Family Research Council
have not bashed homosexuals. Thus, there is no evidence of them doing so.
Moreover, since Shepard's killing was a prejdtce hate-crime, one cannot help
but wonder how his murderers were influenced by Christian media when Such
people do not usually turn to "Focus on the Family" for casual entertainment.
These criminals' hatred reveals their uneducated and uninformed lifestyles.
Thus Couric's question was both untrue and illogical, for Christians cannot
biblically bash gays.

It'stimefor Super Praise
Band to meet its doom
For months Super Praise Band has posed a pointless threat to Eric Lovett
and his Eternal Praise Band. However, the time has come for the defeat of this
annoying villain who invades the spiritual refreshment known a s convocation.
From leaping off huge heights and injuring himself to stealing the stage and
singing off key. Super Praise Man has become a threat to the spiritual impact
of convocation.
Sometimes he will appear after the Holy Spirit h a s descended upon the
crowd and totally destroy the sacred moments that follow praise and worship.
It is impossible to know how many souls have been too distracted with
thoughts of this imposter to concentrate on the sermon that follows his dastardly deeds.
Moreover, Super Praise Band is annoying. The roars of laughter and shock
which first complemented its performance, have been muffled to. a polite giggle. No one is laughing because the time has come for this series to reach its
finale.
Lovett needs to muster all of his super spirit powers and annihilate Super
Praise Man and his tuneless band before this villain's plots destroy Liberty with
its boring and annoying schemes.

Jump on the Club Wagon
Tired of dateless nights, overly busy friends and lack of purpose in your life?
If so, then it is time to consume those precious moments wasted on self pity
with a club venture that will add purpose and happiness to those week days.
Whether it's accounting, Spanish, chess or politics that sparks your interest,
there is a club for everyone at Liberty and all you have to do is sign your name
and sign u p for food and fellowship with people that share the same interests
and talents as yourself.
On November 15, you will have the perfect opportunity to dive into the hobby
of your choice because all of LU's clubs will exhibit their wares in the DeMoss
atrium. So don't waste your talents, start putting them to good use on this day.

Quotes of the week..,
"Let me hear joy a n d gladness, let the bones you have crushed rejoice."
— Psalm 51:8
"The tiniest fragment of obedience, and heaven opens and the profoundest
t r u t h s of God are yours straight away. God will never reveal more truth
about Himself until you have obeyed what you know already."
— Oswald Chambers
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Clinton is USA's mirror
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"That Natalie from the
TV show "Facts of Life"
is going to get her own
show."
— Brian Woolford
Sr., Fort Mills, SC.

"Being mobbed by
angry 'N'Sync' fans."
Taryn Blake,
Jr.., New London,
Conn.

"What is your greatest fear?"
"Yankees."

"Senior Honors Thesis,
APA Style Book and Dr.
Nutter."

— Rick Boyer
Sr., Lynchburg, Va.

— Jennifer Pillath
Sr. Pound, Wis.

"Big harry spiders and
cold slimy snakes."

"Being evil, knowing
we're evil, realizing the
consequences of our evil
nature and not doing
anything about."

- Jessica Miller
Jr., Mariatta, Ga.

- Suzanne McDuffie
So.,EUobean,Fl.
Photos by Shawn Eldrldge and stall
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COMMENTARY
NBC uses Shepard to slander Christians
is the company that rigged GMC trucks with sidemounted gas tanks so as to cause explosions and
incite consumer panic. It was NBC that strewed
The recent brutal killing of Matthew Shepard, a dead fish around a creek and photographed the
homosexual student at the University of Wyoming site as evidence of water pollution.
In the wake of the firing of a Boston Globe
in Laramie, has prompted a firestorm of anger.
Unfortunately, rather than call for Justice against reporter for plagiarism, in the wake of CNN's
the two men who committed the crime, some have reluctant admission that their story of the alleged
chosen to pursue a narrow political agenda, by U.S. military use of sarin gas in Vietnam was fabbranding all those who disagree with them as ricated out of whole cloth, one would think that
NBC would use better judgment. But what have
accomplices in the killing.
Take for example the reaction of NBC Today they done? NBC officials simply phoned Dr. James
Show host Katie Couric on Monday. While inter- Dobson to tell him to muzzle the angry Focus on
viewing Wyoming's governor she asked this ques- the Family listeners who had shut down NBC's
tion. "Some homosexual activists," she said, had phone lines with protest calls. This is all about
accused Christian ministries Focus on the Family silencing free speech.
"Hate speech" has not been in short supply, to
(FOF), Family Research Council and Christian
Coalition of complicity in the murder by their be certain. Focus on the Family h a s been deluged
"hate speech." Did the governor ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ with hate mail. One FOF
staffer, a former homosexual
think this might be the case?
"A recent protest in
who accepted Christ's forgive-This is little short of incredible.
Wisconsin saw gays ness, had already been the tarCouric violated a cardinal rule of
get of death threats. A recent
logic, the truism that placing guilt
storm a church
protest in Wisconsin saw gays
by association is a worthless argushouting 'Bring back
storm a church shouting,
ment. To label all those who oppose
the lions.'"
"Bring back the lions." No,
the homosexual agenda as killers is
hate speech is not in short
shocking at best.
She also violated the cardinal rule of journal- supply, but it's not coming from FOF.
It's all too clear what's happening. This is not a
ism. All news people know you don't make charges
without evidence. You don't convict in a media case of gays as helpless victims of society. Laramie
court. But Couric chose to throw out unsubstan- police have declared the motive to be robbery, not
tiated allegations as probable fact, without citing a gay-bashing. It's certainly not a case of Christian
single example of "hate speech" from any of the ministries involved in spreading venom. Gay
organizations she mentioned. She did not, or activists know better. (Christians preach against
could not, even name the "homosexual organiza- fornication too, but no one imagines the existence
of a call for fornicator-bashing). The charge is
tions" which made the charges in the first place.
This borders on pure slander, and is beneath baseless. But it's being made anyway.
This is simply a case of a powerful, incredibly
the dignity of any news outlet that craves
respectability. It should be remembered that NBC wealthy special interest group determined to force
B Y R I C K BOYER
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the embrace of its perverted lifestyle on all
Americans. It's a struggle for the soul of America.
Christianity cannot coexist with a national
embrace of homosexuality. One must succeed; the
other must be totally defeated. One side knows
this. The other side still h a s its collective heads
buried in the proverbial sand.
Now poor Matthew Shepard is twice the victim. He
died horribly at the hands of two petty thieves. Now
his death is being used to terrorize and thwart the free
speech rights of all who might hold an objection to a
radical, immoral political agenda. His death is being

exploited by a call for hate crime laws. Those laws
could well outlaw even pastors preaching against
homosexuality. "Hate speech" is a vague term.
Certainly, we must love the sinner though we
hate the sin. But God never hesitates to call a
spade a spade, and we cannot either.
Christian Americans had better make their voices heard. Let NBC know that their sorry journalism
is unacceptable. Let Congress know that "hate
crime" legislation must not silence God's truth.
Now. Before they bring back the lions that Romans
used to kill Christians in ancient times..

Shepard's murder instigates Christian persecution
more
hateful
than
another?
Motivation for one crime is obviously
different from another, b u t the
degrees of sin and hate are the
same.
Because the state of Wyoming is
one of 10 states that lack any form
of hate crime laws, the left wants
federal legislation. About 40 states
and the federal government already
have s o m e form of hate crime-laws
t h a t increase the p u n i s h m e n t of
crimes motivated against race, sex
or religion. They now want it to
include sexual orientation.
This proposed legislation will make
mere opposition to gays a crime, in a
sense punishing the thought more
than the crime.
This legislation
u s u r p s powers from state a n d local
law enforcement in order for the federal government to combat bad atti-

B Y J O H N FERGUSON

Champion Editorialist
Two men picked up 21 year-old
Matthew Shepard at a bar, robbed
him, pistol whipped him, lashed him
to a fence and left him to die in the
freezing Wyoming night.
The alleged reason — Shepard
was gay.
Matthew's unfortunate and brutal
death h a s given way for the homosexual movement a n d the liberal
elite to extend special rights for gays
through federal hate crime legislation. This proposed hate-crime legislation is nothing more than a n
attempt to give gays more rights and
make their lifestyle more acceptable.
The question that m u s t be posed
to the liberal elite concerning such
legislation is, what makes one crime

tudes.
This legislation, known a s the Hate
Crimes Prevention Act, will establish
special rights for gays and minorities
and suspend the 14th Amendment's
equal protection clause.

"Children could be charged
for a federal hate crime for
calling someone gay. But the
Human Rights Campaign
calling Dr. Falwell a right
winged activist would not."
School children could be charged
for a federal hate crime for calling
someone gay. But the Human Rights
Campaign calling Dr. Falwell a rightwinged fascist would not.
The motivation of this legislation is

Meeting the men behind
the American President
ment, then it is not for Campolo to question
God's will.
Champion Editorialist
Moreover, t h e American public's
moral
A common cliche that h a s stood the test of time responsibility is to hold their leaders accountstates "You are who your friends are." If this able, otherwise there would not be polls to
saying holds any truth, then in order to under- influence the impeachment process.
s t a n d a m a n whose reputation h a s been Liberty's Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell said, "My
plagued by sex scandals, finance swindles and concern is for President Clinton to resign not for
questionable tactics, one m u s t first meet the the presidential matters but something more
important: his family. We as the body of Christ
comrades he trusts as his advisors.
Among his trusted counsel. President Clinton have been praying for President Clinton and his
h a s employed a duo of personal spiritual advi- family. But President Clinton should resign, he
sors, who President Clinton will meet and pray lied under oath and h a s forfeited his right to
lead this country."
with daily.
Rev. Gordon MacDonald, Clinton's second
As one of his hand-picked pastors, Tony
Campolo, claims to be a Baptist, but his religion counselor, left the ministry 12 years ago, after
admitting to a n adulterdoes not coincide with the
affair. But according
Bible.
^^'^1flr!TllrrtoT^e^is^b^ut^™, ous
to
the
Washington Times,
Campolo teaches socioloreligion the way he feels about Rev. MacDonald w a s ,
gy at Eastern College in
"restored two years later
sex. He likes the kind that
Pennsylvania and he uses
and
is now the pastor of a
his position to irritate conmakes him feel good but
church
in
Lexington,
servative evangelicals with
requires nothing of him."
Mass."
his talk about accepting
These two men compose
the homosexual lifestyle.
t
h
e
pr es ent
A man of God cannot
— Cal Thomas
, ^ ^ ^plr"uf,!
lead Clinton out of sin if he
, .
nv
/-i i
•
counsel. Though they both
holds unbiblical principles.
Washington limes Columnist committed sexual impuriUnfortunately, the presi'
— ^ - ^ — " ^ —
ty, through both thought
dent trusts Campolo with his spiritual guid- and action. Campolo and McDonald are preachance. It is frightening to think that this hyp- ing to a man who desperately needs the true
ocrite is responsible for helping the president gospel.
escape his moral crisis.
According to Cal Thomas of the Washington
When Justifying Clinton, Campolo said, "It Times, "Mr. Clinton feels about religion the way
would not be the first time that Christians have he feels about sex. He likes the kind that makes
been taken in. But we would rather be men of him feel good but requires nothing of him.
faith who believe that God is working in the life That's why some of his best friends are the libof the president than to Join that army of cyn- eral clergy who cloak him with the mantle of
ics, many of whom are religious leaders, who respectability even while he lives and lies as he
cannot accept a plea of forgiveness at face pleases."
value."
Christians must pray in light of this moral criThis condemnation of Christians is unwar- sis. It is unfortunate that two back slidden pasranted and proof texted. True Christians are tors minister to the president. But, it is even
called to forgive, but sinners are called to face more tragic to think of the judgment this trio
the consequences of their actions so Campolo's will face when they are held accountable for
"biblical" claim is taken out of context. If leading an entire nation astray with their moral
Clinton's impeachment becomes his punish- corruption.
B Y JASON C O B
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purely political without any concern
for Matthew's family, as they have
ignored Dennis Shepard's pleas not
to exploit his son.
"There is a climate right now of
intolerance that we believe is being
fostered by religious political organizations such as the Family Research
Council, Focus On The Family and
the Christian Coalition," said Kim
Miles of the Human
Rights
Campaign, a gay lobbying group.
According to Robert Knight of the
Family Research Council, "Nearly
half the 1,061 incidents reported
nationally as hate crimes against
homosexuals in 1997 involve verbal
intimidation, such as name calling."
If the gay movement gets its wish
and this legislation passes, mere
opposition to their lifestyle would be
a federal offense. Does America real-

ize the consequences of the supposed
hate crimes legislation. Oh, how far
America h a s come since the days of
Henry, Washington and Jefferson.
The brutal slaying of Shepard is an
act no one endorses, but would the
liberal elite be so outraged if
Shepard's killers were gay as well?
Would there be a call from the left for
hate crimes if Shepard were a devout '
Christian? Probably not.
The gay rights lobby t h a t is
exploiting Shepard's death should
realize that there are no degrees to
sin. No one group is better or more
valuable than another. And hate
does not discriminate.
Besides, u n d e r Wyoming law
S h e p a r d ' s killers face the death
penalty and most likely will get it.
What more can the state of Wyoming
do? Execute them twice?

Liberty Forum
We all h a v e a right t o a n opinion, b u t j u s t
m a k e sure your editor's o p i n i o n i s right.
Dear Editor,
All right folks, I understand that here at good
old LU, we have a standard on music. I realize
that we do not condone a lot of secular music, but
rather encourage Christian music and those secular songs which possess immoral values (neither offensive nor uplifting) values. And that's
fine. However, a recent editorial left me extremely
confused.
The argument concerned a member of the
group N'Sync (misspelled in the editorial as "In
Sync" ... poor research) who wore a WWJD
bracelet in one of their videos. The writer called
this hypocritical because their songs were
about things like pre-marital sex and other
such atrocities.
However, there was a hole in the argument. The
song this writer used as an example was titled
"When the Lights Go Out," a particularly hedonistic song, yes. It's actually performed by a group
called Five, NOT the band N'Sync.
Now, don't get me wrong, I'm not a die hard
N'Sync fan who's outraged by this mistake.
However, I think it's only fair to get the story right,
and to watch our criticism, especially when the
target is undeserving. The songs that N'Sync is
known for are about things like break-ups, love,
dating, etc ...
"You're all I ever wanted, you're all I ever

needed, so tell me what to do now, when I want
you back." I don't know about you ladies out
there, b u t those sound neither raunchy nor
i n a p p r o p r i a t e , n o r a r e they wrong for a
"Christian" to sing. They merely talk about the
hardships of love.
So in the future, I hope that we can attack the
music that needs to be attacked, and leave those
"not-so-talented-New-Kids-wannabees," as the
editorial referred to N'Sync, alone.
— Christine Dube
Sophomore
SGA appreciates Champion writers.
Dear Editor,
President Thompson and the Student
Government Association would like to thank you
for your support and dedication with your articles. Jennifer Paules and Trish Hampton have
been gracious and kind in their treatment
towards us. We thank you for continuing to promote positive press coverage of SGA. Thank you
again and God bless.
Roy Simmons
Secretary of Public Relations
Jennifer Pettograsso
Secretary of Public Relations
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Perfection
Matters

O

n occasion, I find I am
jaded by the extreme
lack of reason in the
world around me.
My most recent, discovery is
that the world is not perfect
more specifically, t h a t there
is no perfection in the world.
1 was aware of this a s fact
b u t had not allowed my mind
full realization of it. As with
most concepts, total comprehension required a psychological paradigm shift.
The absence of perfection is
offensive to my very sense of
being. If there is no perfection, there is no ultimate goal
for mankind. If there is perfection, its existence and origin cannot be of or in this
world.
This may seem a rather
Obvious and sensible line of
logic to the rational Christian
who, assuming that man i s
depraved and naturally inca1 pable of good (implied perfection), would accept t h e
imperfection of the world a n d
its inhabitants a s a necessary element of a sound theology.

Scared
Straigkt
B Y HANNAH LADWIO

Life! Reporter
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"That's the reason I'm here." Pops said
seriously, "if ScareMare cost a million
dollars, which it doesn't, b u t if it
did, and only one person
got saved, it would still
be worth it." He
paused. "It would
definitely b e
worth it."
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good,
When- t h e r e seems n o
sense, sense can be made by
piecing together that which is
attainable. The standards left
to mankind by Christ are our
nearest measure to perfection.
For this J am truly grateful.
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Pops h a s helped with ScareMare for a s long a's it h a s been in existence.
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Preparations
Before
ever opening i t s doors,
ScareMare underwent hours of cosmetic preparation completed by dedicated student workers. Hours upon
hours of tender loving care transiormed an abandoned warehouse into
the infamous "House of Death."
Jayme Brown a n d J e n n Royer, room
leaders at ScareMare, are in charge of
creating specific rooms in the house
What does that actually involve?
"Quite a bit," said Royer. a Junior
Royer i s in charge of the Suicide
Room and the Stairwell, it took her
approximately 10 days to complete the
details. For the Suicide Room, she
repainted the walls, laid new carpet
sanded down the door and put posters'
For the Stairwell, Royer stripped
paint off the walls, repainted the stairwell, repaired the stairs and even created a noose.
Brown is responsible for the creation of the Dining Room, along with
his Assistant Room Leader Donna Nix
The job took about a month to com-

plete, from deciding the room's color
scheme (burgnndy and hunter) t o
assembling t h e supplies for t h e
Victorian style room.
Bringing the room to life was no
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ing the floor and hanging wallpaper.
Decorations, props a n d costumes
came next, until the room resembled
any common dining area.
J u s t a s each room h a s a room
eader, each floor also has a leader.
Chris Jenkins is responsible for the
first floor, while Laura Cain supervte!
es the second.Thelr job is to make
sure alt the rooms get finished a s ^ f l
a s addressing room concerns nr,rf
building the maze between r o o " ^ ^
beean 8 S S ? " * t ^ P r e P ^ a " o n s
began the residue of last year's
haunted halls had to be removed*
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nterested in advertising? Looking for
a way to learn about the field and get
hands-on training? Then the LU Ad
Team is the place to do it.
The LU Ad Team is affiliated with the
American Advertising Federation (AAF),
which is a national organization for
advertising professions. Every year the
student chapter sponsors The National
S t u d e n t Advertising Competition, a
national competition for student teams.
In this competition, the students are
given a case study and an assignment
from a national client. The group then
develops an advertising proposal that
they will take to competition. This year's
client is Toyota and the assignment is to
develop an integrated marketing communications campaign for a new subcompact car t h a t will be introduced in
September 1999.
Competition is on two levels, district
and national. The winners of the district
competition move
to
the
national
l e v e l .
Liberty
competes
In
the
highly-respected District 3, which
includes schools from North Carolina,
South Carolina a n d Virginia. The
University of South Carolina won last
year's competition, placing third in the
nation. In 1997, Liberty placed third in
the district.
The club currently h a s seven members
and meets every Monday in the School of
Communications' conference room. Each
s t u d e n t is required to do their own
research, come u p with a proposal and
have an example of the proposal. All of
the students' ideas come together in a 20
minute multimedia presentation, using
Power Point, video and audio aids. This
presentation then goes to the competition.
The team h a s already begun work on
the campaign, which takes a year to
develop, b u t they are still looking for students who would like to join.
"Anybody can join the team, particularly those who have marketing research
skills, communication writing, production skills and an understanding of marketing, advertising and public relations,"
said faculty advisor Allyson Goodman.

he Philosophy Club holds open
meetings every Tuesday to discuss
issues such as epistemology, philosophical logic, methodology and metaphysics.
"We try to get people involved from the
greater community," said Faculty Advisor
Dr. Michael McKenzie.
Philosophy
forums and
discussions
are held at
local
educa ti o n al
facilities,
s u c h a s Lynchburg College a n d the
University of Virginia. Topics include such
subjects as "What is Art?" and the movie
"Contact."
McKenzie believes that the club is for
anyone whose major requires good thinking.
"It encompasses different disciplines
such a s philosophy, psychology and religion," he said.

Philosophy
Club

— Stephanie

Advertising
Team

James
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ircle K is the collegiate version of
the high school Key club. Kiwanis
International, a n organization for
professional men and women helping
their community, sponsors both international clubs.
Circle K h a s more than 11,000 members worldwide. Here at Liberty, the club
officially began March 5, 1982, according
to faculty advisor Lew Welder.
Now Liberty's Circle K h a s around 30
members. The students may be involved
for different reasons, such as helping the
community, developing leadership skills
or fulfilling their Christian/Community
Service, but they all come together for a
common cause.
"I have a chance to give back to the
community,
contribute to
other people's lives
a n d help
the club
prosper," said Christel Spears, president
of Circle K.
Some students want to meet other people through the organization. "I am looking forward to building relationships with
others with Circle K," said new member
Holly Hargraves.
On a personal level, s t u d e n t s visit
nursing homes and hospitals to bring
cheer, smiles and cards to those who
need encouragement. Currently, members are working in the community with
Habitat for Humanity a n d Adopt-AHighway.
One of the biggest Circle K projects on
Liberty's campus is helping with the Red
Cross' Bloodmobile. The club helps sign
s t u d e n t s u p , a s s i s t s s t u d e n t s after
they've given blood and keeps the lines
moving.
Even though members have lots to do
with the service projects, they still manage to squeeze in time for fun. Trips to
Washington D.C. and conventions allow
members to relax and learn leadership
skills.
Circle K encourages non-members to
volunteer and is always open to suggestions for projects. "Invite your friends.
They don't have to be a member to help,"
Spears said.

Circle K
Club

—Tara Williams

L

— Marianne Gillespie
LABORING FOR THE LORD — Junior Charles Chmitz committed much time and effort as part of the
Circle K Club's Habitat for Humanity service project.
lpha Lambda Delta recognizes students for their academic success
dur ing their first year of college.
After students complete their freshman
year, those with a 3.5 GPA or better are
invited to join the national honor society.
Liberty inducted 84 sophomores this fall.
The uniqueness of this honor society is
that students from all majors can be
involved. Members join for various reasons, such as the lifetime membership,
community involvement and resume experience.
It is an
"opportunity...to
be
involved In
an
extra
curricular
activity to
help others
and
allow
for personal growth, said ALD officer
Paul Attia.
Administrative
advisor
Pauline
Donaldson sees ALD as a way of "fulfilling
your obligations a s a child of God."
According to Donaldson, ALD has three
purposes: to serve the student, those at
Liberty and the community.
The ALD officers arrange speakers and
activities for the club, such as hayrides,
care packages during exam time and visits to the local nursing home.
Doing well in school may be a difficult
endeavor, but Alpha Lambda Delta offers
students a reward for diligence in academics.

A

Alpha
Lambda
Delta

— Marianne Gillespie

Campus clubs and
organizations provide
friendship and practical
experience
Many students complete college having given sufficient
attention to academics, but having neglected
extracurricular activities that could strengthen
their transcripts. The clubs featured on this page are only
some examples of the many exciting organizations in which
you can be involved. On Thursday, Nov. 19, the Student
Government Association will host a club fair,
highlighting a wide range of the student organizations
around campus. Be sure to stop by the DeMoss Hall
exhibits to find out more information about
these exciting groups.

iberty's Biology Club
originated
from a group of students which was
concerned
with
environmental
issues, such as recycling.
Faculty advisor Dr. Gene Sattler
explains the goals of the organization:
"First and foremost it's a support/social
group...It's a chance to relax."
Although the club may appeal particularly
to non-medical biology majors,
many of its activities are open to all students. A number of the functions are educational in nature, such as various outings and seminars.
The club takes a wide variety of hiking
trips. Some of these are purely for the
sake of enjoying the fellowship of other
students and the outdoors, while others
are more specifically intended for studying plants or wildlife.
Sattler especially enjoys taking students
on a n "owl walk" a t Camp Hydaway. This
c l u b
leader
knows a
variety of
owl calls
and u s u ally gets
responses
from the owls. Sometimes the owls actually fly right u p to the group when they hear
the calls.
One of the current activity directors for
the group, Tim Fletcher, said, "Wildflower
hikes are fun. A lot of times you can find
rare (flowers) that you normally don't
see."
Spelunking, or cave exploring, is also
one of the Biology Club's most popular
outings, especially among non-biology
majors.
One of the club's newest activities is a
lunchtime seminar held on the first
Thursday of each month. Faculty members or biology students give presentations on topics like hawk migration or
Costa Rica.
Club officers are tentatively planning a
spring break trip to the swamps of
Georgia next semester. They also would
like to organize a safari trip in North
Carolina.
Less informal activities such as cookouts provide fellowship with students and
professors alike.
"That's one thing about biology - we're
really close with our professors," said
Biology Club president Amy Hetrick.
Sattler believes that the key purpose of
the Biology Club for biology majors is fellowship to supplement their long hours of
hard work. Hetrick adds that the club's
purpose for those interested is "to promote a love of biology, a love of God's creation." which is precisely what the club
does.

Biology
Club

— Lisa Cone
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Githuka becomes
world class runner

"My brother told me about
Liberty
and 1 did not want to go to
Champion Reporter
a public university," Githuka said.
Githuka turned down scholarship
Very Quiet. Humble. Cheerful.
offers from Iowa and Indiana
Friendly. These are words to
University. "I went to a Christian
describe possibly the best dishigh school and when my brother
tance runner Liberty University
gave me a catalogue (for Liberty) I
has ever had. In fact, Stephen
decided to come here."
Githuka, a Junior here at Liberty,
Gtthuka's first trip back to Kenya
is in such good shape, he probasince he came to Lynchburg will be
bly could have run all the way to
thl9 December for Christmas
Lynchburg from his home counbreak. Stephen is looktry of Kenya.
'He (Githuka) is faithful in his training and ing forward to seeing
"When I was in elementary school, my
our big hope for him this year is to make his mother, younger
brother and three sismom did not want me
the National Championships."
ters for the first time In
to run," Githuka said,
two years.
with a sly smile on his
face. "I was doing well
— Brant Tolsma
Githuka. started off
In school and my mom
j
,
, this season on a good
T TT T ,
wanted me to continue
LU Head cross country coach pace> flnlshlng ^ a t
with it."
_ _ _ « _
the Virginiaand
Invitational
hasn't
Githuka contends that he did er Peter, who currently holds the in Charlottesville
looked back since, winning every
not truly take running seriously world record for 8,000 meters.
Both Kagwe and Peter Githuka race he has competed In with the
until the end of 1996, about
three months before he came to Joined the armed forces so they exception of the Virginia Ten-Mller.
Githuka is concentrating on
Liberty. Now Githuka is running could continue their running
90 miles a week and is on his careers, while Stephen, due to staying focused. "I'm doing my
way to the NCAA National the urging of his mother, went best. I don't know how far I can go,
Championship In Lawrence, away to Nyuhururu High School. but I want to focus on doing the
There he found
out the best I can," Githuka said. "By the
Kan. at the end of November.
"He's looking like he's on his International Training Base for end of my time here, I would like to
way to becoming the best dis- distance runners was right next compete professionally."
tance runner that h a s ever come door to the school. So while he
Regardless of what he does in
through here," Cross Country was busy working in class, he the future, Stephen Githuka is
and Track Coach Brant Tolsma could look out the window and an impressive young man. He is
said. "He is extremely fit and Is see some of the best runners in far away from his home, yet
learning to run well. He Is faith- the world training.
continues to achieve tremenful in his training and our big
Although Githuka never com- dous success. His mind is
hope for him this year is to make peted in high school, It was there focused and he is ready to r u n
the National Championship," that his desire to run intensified. the race.
BY JUSTIN HERZOO

TOMAS LOVINO

SWARMING ' D ' - Junior linebacker Jamie Christian (56) puts a lick on UB's Theron Walker. LU senior
Jesse Riley (33) and other Flames converge on the play to keep a potent UB ground attack in check.

Flames propelled to victory
behind running of Stacy Nobles
— continued from page 12
rushing on 17 carries, smashing
his previous career best of 156
yards.
Nobles continued his career
day In the third quarter by striking from 52 yards out for his second score of the day.
Before anyone knew it, LU had
built a 21-3 lead onlly to see it
diminish. Coach Rutlgliano wasn't
so pleased with the comeback

effort of the Bulls.
T o get where we need to get,
we need to develop a killer
Instinct," Rutlgliano said.
Harrelson went on to kick the
game winning field goal In OT to
seal the 27-24 victory for LU.
Sammie Choice became Mr.
Special Teams once again by
blocking his third punt In four
games, when he came up with
the third quarter block, which
set up LU's third score.

Senior Jesse Riley led the
defense with 14 tackles while
Torrey Rush and Jarrod Everson
added 10 apiece for the Flames.
T h i s was a tremendous win
for us," Rutlgliano said. "Our
ultimate goal now is to run the
table and maybe go In the back
door to the playoffs."
The Flames will continue that
quest this week when they travel to
face the Fighting Christians of
Eton College in Burlington, N.C.

Vikings remain unbeaten; Elam tiesFG
record in historic action of week 8 in the NFL
year- old Steve DeBerg, who
became the oldest starting QB In
NFL history. The Jets swarmed
all over the Falcons offense by
holding them to three points . ,;

B Y TARANT J U P P E

offense.

defense held the Panthers to
only 45 yards rushing through
San Francisco 28 St.LouiB 10
Jerry Rice became the all the entire game. The question
Denver 3 4 Jacksonville 2 7
time wide reclver to catch a is, "how long can Flutle work
Broncos kicker Jason Elam
3s In consecutive games. He the magic?"
tied the NFL record longPG of 63
l e d former Redskin Art Seattle 2 7 San Diego 2 0
yards to help lead Denver to vic- Miami 12 New England
Joey Galloway made a '
The Dolphins defense has now Monk. Sieve Young passed lor
tory. And of course Tereti Davis
became the third runningback to held their opponents to only jiitne i f S o | yards* while connecting light film out of the Chargers
rush for 1Q00 yards In seven points tn 15 quarters;: without with Rice for a score to make defense by notching 150 yards.
games. Davis Joined Jim Brown scoring a touchdown. Mla^noled tft^lpalr the all-time highest Leaf continues to have nightmares once again this time he
and O. J Simpson in holding that the come from behind %ctdty in ::%Sp«^.duo In NFL history*
=Uhst Seattle.
record.
showing the Patriots he s M has?*
^,^fe magic to win. Looks like the Minnesota 3 4 Detroit J.3
The Vikings kept pace with?
clnnati 10
*$ptekers are making their money
Chicago
2S'pMiwmMl,%0
the Broncos by beating the
and the Raiders
The <5j|£ago
fijj^eek.
Lions
34-13.
Randle
e into a party
another J p p e
Cunnlgham passed for three
Green Bay 28 Baltimore 10
offensive superThe Bear;?,, be^
l§ TPflPackers get back on the touchdowns and one i n t e r c e p t
|h and George,
Oilers o p | J e l
;
> i ,
1
avis can stop
The Bears, who 16sflb u i sraight; winning track by having Brett tlon In leading the Vikings.
Farve pass for three touchwearing those white track
have now won three In a row.
downs. The Packer defense, led Buffalo 3 0 Carolina 14
suits to every game showing
by Reggie White,
held the
The Little Drummer Boy that he is an angle for I*. A. We
New York J e t s 2 8 Atlanta S
The Falcons fall by starting 45- Ravens to only 200 yard total does It again In Carolina on the will see how good the angle can
Champion Reporter

Tolsma • continued.
Githuka
would be the first runner from
Liberty to be a national contender.
Growing up in Kenya, Githuka
ran for fun, never thinking he
would ever run competitively.
"I used to run with my friends
Just for fun," said Githuka.
Those friends include former
New York Marathon winner,
John Kagwe and his older broth-

CLEAN LUBE
SERVICE CENTER

10 Minute Oil Change
Wednesday Student/Faculty Day $3 Off MAXIMUM PROTECTION
AGAINST VISCOSITY AND
• 18 p o i n t I n s p e c t i o n
THERMAL BREAKDOWN
• Transmission Service
smwuo
ouTTPTwamona
• Tire Rotation
• No A p p o i n t m e n t N e c e s s a r y
• A u t o m a t i c S o f t C l o t h Car Wash

OFF
Full Service
Oil Change
Not Good with Any Other Offer '
mi'n-s 1 1 1 / " H
5 Quart Limit 1

OFF
Exterior Automatic
Car Wash
Not Good with Any Other Offer

OPEN: MON. FRI. 8-6
SAT. 8 5

8503 Timberlake Road

237 - 5771

:

<c

-•»•

Village Missions
jJjm^Xpfi.-

RETWORK

GflminG

PLPY RGOinST EACH OTHER in THE LOB
OriLY $ 2 PER HOUR
I.T.R.C. (SH100)
Fri-Sat night 6:oopm -12:00am

GRAND
OPENING
GENERAL NUTRITION

II V

Come celebrate the Grand Opening
ot GNC's Newest Store!
We carry:
KAS Twinlab
Solum- Nature's Way
Ana Much More!

CENTER*

T h e Village C o u r t s
Shopping Center
4119 B o o n s b o r o K d .
(Next to H a r r i s Teeter)
(804) 386-9270
O p e n 7 Days

"GRAND "OPENING SPECIAL

SAVE 20%
(2et 20% OFF anything in the store. Not Valid with any other
discount oiler or lor purchase of GNC Gold Card
Good only at The Village Courts Center GNC.
exp. 12/31/SJ8

Wanted: Pastors. Where?
Right here in the US and
Canada!
People all over the continent are looking for good
spiritual leaders. The harvest is ready, but we need harvesters. Village Missions is a Christ-centered faith missionary fellowship, ministering to the spiritual needs of
rural and suburban communities of North America. It is
evangelical in concept, evangelistic in approach.
The purpose of Village Missions is to provide
qualified, spiritual leadership to those rural and suburban
areas in the United States and Canada where there exists
a definite need to win and disciple people to Jesus Christ
through the proclamation and demonstration of the
Gospel.
It is the aim of the dedicated leaders of Village
Missions to provide a Christ-centered community church
program capable of involving the entire population.
The missionary is to become an integral part of
community life, winning the friendship and confidence
of the people. He is to be the spiritual leader, providing
opportunity for all to hear and respond to the Gospel.

If you have qualities like these:
- A personal relationship with the Lord Jesus
Christ;
- A diploma or degree from a Bible College, Seminary or
the equivalent;
- The conviction that God is directing you to serve with
Village Missions;
- A consistent prayer life and leadership ability;
- A desire to carry out this unique missionary-type ministry to the heartland of North America;

- An agreement with the doctrinal statement and willingness to cooperate with the Board of Village Missions.
Contact us for more information at:
Web http://www.villaiie-missiciis.oig/vrri

Village Missions
PO Box 197
Dallas, OR 97338
(503)623-4107

Village Missions Canada
PO Box 1200 Postal Station A
WillowDale, ON M2N 5T5
(416)222-0548
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PIGSKIN PROGNOSTICATORS
NEW REIGN — Doug Stewart
took over first place by one
game by going 16-3 for the
week, excluding the Monday
night game. If you would like to
be a guest prognosticator then
e-mail the Sports Editor at:
makeenan@liberty.edu. Our
guest this week is John
Thomas, a senior from
Westerville, Ohio. Johnny
"Loco" is a resident of Dorm 8
and is majoring in Biology.

Yxir Neighborhood. Food Market

www.harristeeter.com

Don't
forget t o
get your
coupon
Doug Stewart
Writer
W-L Pet.

Tarant Judge
Writer
Pet.
W*t
26-14 .650

.675

27-13

John Thomas

Frosted Bite Size
r, Mini Wheats

Matt Keenan

Guest
W*L
24-16

19 oz. Kelloggs

SportsEd.

Pet.
.600

W-L
23-17

Pet.
.575

College

College
Texas <9 Nebraska
Georgia <9 Florida
Washington @ use
Northwestern <8> Michigan St.
West Virginia & Virginia: Tech
William ft Mary @ Hampton
Northern Iowa @ Indiana St
Liberty @ Eton

Nebraska
Florida

Nebraska

Nebraska
Florida

Nebraska
Florida

Florida
Washington

use

use

Michigan St
West Virginia
Hampton
Northern Iowa
Liberty

Michigan St.
Virginia Tech
Hampton
Indiana St.
Liberty

Michigan St.
West Virginia
William ft Mary
Indiana S t
Liberty

use
Michigan St.
Virginia Tech
William ft Mary
Northern Iowa
Liberty

NFt

NFL
Atlanta
Jacksonville
Miami
NeW Orleans
Denver
Detroit
New England
Pittsburgh
Minnesota
N.Y. Giants
Kansas City
San Francisco

S t Louis @ Atlanta
Jacksonville ©Baltimore
Miami @ Buffalo
New Orleans @ Carolina
Denver @ Cincinnati
Arizona ©Detroit
New England @ Indianapolis
Tennessee @ Pittsburgh
Minnesota @ Tampa Bay
N.Y. Giants @ Washington
N.Y. Jets ©Kansas City
San Francisco © Green Bay
Oakland © Seattle
Dallas ©Philadelphia

Oakland
Dallas

Atlanta
Jacksonville
Miami
New Orleans
Denver
Detroit

Atlanta
Jacksonville
Buffalo
New Orleans
Cincinnati
Detroit

New England

Indianapolis

Pittsburgh
Minnesota
Washington
N.Y. Jets
San Francisco
Seattle
Dallas

Pittsburgh
Tampa Bay
Washington
Kansas City

USA Today/ESPN
Top 25

San Francisco
Seattle
Dallas

Atlanta
Jacksonville
Buffalo
Carolina
Denver
Detroit
New England
Pittsburgh
Minnesota
Washington
Kansas City
Green Bay
Seattle
Philadelphia

r

Ice Cream

. - i i ^ - - ; l Edy's j
D , 4

t
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This Week's Featured Special

iiiftanvitfiRf

Reg.

,

$12.95

This Week $ 1 0 . 9 5

With
VIC
Card

SaveAtLeast

**«,,,!

Beef Kabob
^
Serious beef chunks, onion, green pepper
and mushroom served on a skewer with rice
and cool summer corn salad.

j

SPECIAL

e c " * % A.Jfc

BACKYARD
VDriU-

Rk. T e a m
Record P v s .
1. Ohio St.
(7-0)
#1
2. UCLA
(6-0)
#2
3. K a n s a s St.
(7-0)
#3
4. T e n n e s s e e
(6-0)
#4
5. Florida
(6-1)
#5
6. Florida St.
(7-1)
#6
7. N e b r a s k a
(7-1)
#7
8. Wisconsin
(8-0)
#8
9 Texas A&M
(7-1)
#10
10. Perm St.
(5-1)
#9
11. Georgia
(6-1)
#11
12. A r k a n s a s
(6-0)
#12
13. Oregon
(6-1)
#14
(6-1)
#15
14. Virginia
(7-1)
#16
15. Arizona
#20
16. Notre D a m e (5-1)
#21
17. Virginia Tech (6-1)
18. Tufcne,.;' - . : r ( 6 J b ) - , - ^ 2 3
(4-2)
#22
19. S y r a c u s e
2 0 . West Virginia (4-2)
# 13
2 1 . Missouri
(5-2)
#18
2 2 . Michigan
(5-2)
NR
2 3 . Air Force
(6-1)
NR
24. Georgia Tech (5-2)
#19
2 5 . Colorado
(6-2)
#17

1/2 gallon Edy's Grand

Excludes
Homemade

15 oz.

14-16 oz.

Healthy Choice
Soup

Ball Park
Franks

j

5704 Seminole Ave.
Just off the Expressway Across from River Ridge vlall
Private Party / Banquet Room AvailableBook your Christmas Parties Now
•1
•

I

.:

ULJ

«0^mm^

.

Q

PLAY any game of your

&

2DS-2A2SOZ.

HarrisTeeter
Pizza.

choice m C C with this

0^

Let'S

With
VIC
Card

coupon.

MINDBOGGLE
/ « Video Arcades

Mindboggle Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall

With
VIC
Card

o
0
0

P-aNieS!

($1 value, with coupon, limit one per person per day)

\s

EXP. 10/31/98
Sunday through Thursday Only

9-lOS oz.

Orville Redenbacher
Popcorn
•• • • > . • . : : v . y < : • • : • ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ' '•'•'•'••'•

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

(804) 582-2128

Rates:
Open/Commercial
$3.67 - 1st 15 words
24g each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

"•••••'•••'•

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

With
VIC
Card

..500
.$1.00
.$1.50

Champion Special:**
Symbols to choose

40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.
A l l . t l.ASSII Ii;i) A1)VKRTISIN<; IS 1'Ull'AII)

Telemarketers needed, excellent
wages. Plan your own schedule, min. 3
days, $6.00 per hr, 4 days, $6.50 per
hr. Transportation available, van
leaves DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great
hours for students. Mon.-Fri., 5:30 to 9
p.m., Sat., 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 5821583 or 582-1587
I N T E R N E T SALES
INTERNSHIPS
EARN $$$ & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling
internet and yellow page advertising in
your University's Campus Telephone
Directory. Flexible hours! Excellent
advertising/sales/P.R.RESUME
BOOSTER. Call College Directory
Publishing: 800-466-2221 X288.Visit
our site at http://www.campusdirectory.com
$1,250 FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn. One
week is all it takes. NO gimmicks, NO
tricks, NO obligation. Call for information today. 1-800-932-0528 x65

Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS,
PREPAID PHONE CARDS EARN
$1000 PART-TIME ON CAMPUS.
JUST CALL 1-800-932-0528 X 64

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: M « W
Arrows: > • »

FREE PHONE CARD

S p r l n g B r e a k ' 9 9 !
Cancun*Nassau*Jamaica*Mazatlan*
A c a p u l c o * B a h a m a s
Cruise*Florida*South Padre Travel
Free and make lots of cash! Top reps
are offered full-time staff jobs. Lowest
price Guaranteed. Call now for details!
www.classtravel.com 800/838-6411

Stop paying 250 or more per minute
on prepaid phone cards. Get your free,
rechargeable phone card and pay only
15.90 per minute. For your FREE
card. E-mail your name, box # or town
address to: fifteenpt9@aol.com X7749
Tom Kalvert

ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK...
"TAKE "2" 2 FREE TRIPS ON ONLY
15 SALES and... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre!
Lowest Prices! Free Meals. **Limited
Offer**. 1-800-426-7710 / www.sunsplashtours.com

One bedroom duplex -living room,
kitchen, one bath. $295/month-2393338

SPRINGBREAK Cancun, Florida,
Etc. Best Hotels, Prices, Book Early
and Save!! Earn Money + Free Trips!
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-3276013 www.icpt.com

Newly redecorated one bedroom
apartment- heal, water, sewer furnished. $345/month -239-3338.
A secluded newly remodeled 2 bedroom home for responsible party. 3
min. from Liberty. Either furnished or
unfurnished. 845-3165

lOO oz. Liquid

Arm & Hammer
Laundry Detergent

2 Liter

Mountain Dew,
FtepsiorFtepsi

With
VIC
Card

Prices Effective Through November 3,1998
Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, October 2 8 Through Noveinber 3,1998 In Our Lynchburg stores only.
We Reserve The Right l b Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealerc V\fe Sladly Accept Fedei^ Fbcd Stamps.
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liberty 'runs' down Buffalo in OT
Nobles racks up career high 229 yards
rushing en route to 27-24 OT win
said. Harrelson had previously missed on
an attempt from 49 yards out in the first
quarter.
The Liberty University football team
"I was kicking like garbage today,"
raised Its record above the .500 mark for Harrelson continued. "I Just wasn't hitting
the first time this season by coming from the ball well, but praise God that He called
behind to beat the University at Buffalo (4- my number at the end and allowed me to go
4) 27-24 at Williams Stadium on Saturday.
out there and make them."
The Flames (4-3) blew a 21-3 third quarThe two teams traded possessions back
ter lead after Buffalo scored 21 unanswered and forth throughout the first quarter and
points to take its first lead of the game 24- played through one quarter without any score.
21 with 4:36 left in the
, ,
LU broke the ice and
game.
opened the scoring in
"Me
and
Walt
(Helig)
go
UB set up its go-ahead
the second
quarter
out there and know what when
drive when Liberty quarStacy
Nobles
terback
Christian
we've got to do for each
busted through the line
Newsome was sacked
and ran past the UB
other. There
from behind, causing a
defenders from 51 yards
isn't any competition
(fumble which the Bulls
out. Nobles previous
recovered on LU's 38 between us because that *t
long run of the year was
yard line. Six plays later,
17 yards.
just
they
way
we
are."
UB's Theron Walker
Nobles, who was playscampered in from eight
ing healthy since the first
yards out to give UB its
S t a c y N o b l e s game of the week, confirst lead at 24-21.
tributed his running to
However, Buffalo placekicker, Burton
being healthy and not an answer to what
Aldrich, missed the point after attempt
teammate Walt Helig did two weeks ago
allowing Liberty enough room to kick a field
against Delaware SL Helig run for over 200
goal and send it into overtime.
yards and set a school record in the process.
Liberty started off its last drive in regulation
T h e Lord has really blessed me because
with 1:43 remaining. The drive started at the today was the first day since the Appy game
Buffalo 43 yard line with plenty of time left.
that I didn't feel any pain," Nobles said. "Me
Newsome found Walt Helig on back-to- and Walt go out there and know what we've
back passes for 21 and 11 yards respective- got to do for each other. There isn't any
ly to place the ball at UB's 11 yard line. The competition between us because that's just
drive stalled and three plays later, Phillip they way we are."
Harrelson kicked the eventual game tying
Nobles finished the game with 229 yards
field goal from 26 yards out.
"I was feeling a lot of pressure," Harrelson
Please see FLAMES on page 10
B Y M A T T KEENAN

Sports Editor

MATT KEENAN

Game on!
Hockey talk

SHAWN ELDRIDGE

RUNNING WILD — Junior Stacy Nobles gets ready to take the handoff from
Christian Newsome (5). Nobles ran for a career high 229 yards against Buffalo.

Flames soccer team
pummels Charleston So.
Gary Ricketts bangs in two goals to lead Big South
B Y D O U G STEWART

Champion Reporter

•<***?••

*f(*iii*ii(r*

SIIAWN ELDRIDOE

PASSING IT UP — LU senior Kian Brownlee passes to teammate
Jose Gomez in action against CSU. Liberty won the match 3-1.

—« —

Cross Country teams prep for
Big South Championships
he should have no problem
defending
his Big South title,"
Asst. Sports Editor
Coach Brant Tolsma said.
Liberty's cross country
At the Richmond Triangular
teams will strive to win the meet, Glthuka continued his
Big South Championship in mastery over his running oppoRadford, Va. this weekend.
nents. Githuka crossed the finLiberty's Stephen Glthuka ish line a full minute ahead of
will attempt to lead the men's the second place finisher. The
team to its second consecu-' victory at Richmond marked
tlve Big South title. The Glthuka's fifth win of the season,
Flames will have five mem- out of six races that the team
bers returning from last has competed in.
year's
dominating
team.
LU's women's team hopes to
Although some runners are capture its third champisuffering from some nagging onship in school history. After
injuries,
the defending recent strong performances
champs are confident.
from Tammy Green and Amy
"We should be solid enough Teer, the Lady Flames are
to win the championship, if anticipating a solid perforwe all run as well as we can," mance at Radford. Tammy
Green finished in second
sophmore Bruce Kite said.
Last season, Githuka was place at Richmond only six
named Big South Runner of seconds behind the winner.
The top finishers in Radford
the Year and he is prepared to
repeat his successful showing will advance on to the NCAA
Region III championship in
this weekend.
"As long as he stays healthy Greenville, S.C. on Nov. 14.
B Y BRIAN W O O L F O R P

The Liberty men's soccer team
has showed incredible resilence
by winning back to back Big
South conference games in the
past two weeks, after losing to
Big South opponent South
Alabama in early October, . The
latest conference victory was an
impressive 3-1 victory over the
visiting
Buccaneers
from
Charleston Southern (9-5-1, 12-1 Big South) on Saturday at
the LU Soccer complex.
The LU offense was fueled
early when
forward
Gary
Ricketts blasted a 30-yard shot
off the post and into the net to
give the Flames (8-5, 3-2) the
early 1-0 lead, 25:52 into the
match.
Ricketts quickly scored again
to give the Flames a 2-0 lead at
the 28:16 mark of the first half
and the eventual game winning
goal. Ricketts second goal was a
beautiful kick that was assisted

by Jose Gomez and Kian
Brownlee.
Ricketts' second goal of the
game gave him 13 goals for the
season which currently ranks
him in a tie for first place atop
the Big South Conference in
indivual scoring.
The Flames continued to dominate throughout the entire first
half and the rest of the game as
they
outshot
Charleston
Southern 18-6.
The Bucs played tough by
pounding several shots at LU
goalkeeper Dean Short, b u t
Short denied shot after shot.
After LU endured the early second half flury from the Bucs,
Liberty seemed to take control of
the game.
Jason Streets put the Flames
ahead 3-0 at the 74:23 mark
with a perfect header off of a Ben
Strawbridge throw in.
CSU's Wojciech Cwik was able
to score late in the game for the
Bucs on an indirect kick, which
would eventually conclude the

scoring for the match and ruin
LU's Dean §hort's bid for his
third shutout of the season.
LU Head f Coach Bill Bell
shared his thoughts on his
teams decisive victory.
"We played well for 70 minutes
but there are 90 minutes to play
in soccer. We needed to be able
to put this team away today b u t
we let them stay close," Bell
commented. "We need to play
strong for 90 minutes to be successful."
According to Coach Bell, his
team is on the rise a t the right
time. "We seem to be peaking
right now, but as we all know,
anything can happen in the Big
South Tournament. So we have
to continue to play well. We
shouldn't look ahead, we have
two more big games to play."
With the win, LU will stay in
third place in the Big South and
have two more regular season
games left to play before the Big
South Tournament at Radford,
Va. on Nov. 5-7.

Lady Flames burn
future Big South foes
B Y M A T T KEENAN

Sports Editor
The Lady Flames volleyball team played rude hosts to
future Big South opponents High Point and Elon this
past weekend. Liberty won both matches 3-0 and
improved its record to 13-12 overall to go above the .500
mark for the first time this season.
On Friday, Liberty made short work of the visiting High
Point Panthers (8-16) In straight sets, 15-8, 15-10, 15-7.
Anthonia Akpama and Kyrle Dorn led the way for
Liberty, tallying double digits In kills. Akpama recorded
13 kills and Dorn put away 11.
LU senior Angl Brookshire came up with eight digs in the
match while Junior Athena Sherwood followed with seven
defensive digs.
On Saturday morning, LU played its shortest match of
the year and dismantled the Fighting Christians from
Elon. The entire match lasted only 45 minutes. Liberty
won in straight sets 15-3, 15-3, 15-0.
Akpama once again led the Flames' hitters with 10 kills
and a .533 hitting percentage. Akpama also recorded four
digs and two blocks In an all-around stellar performance.
Liberty (13-12) smashed Elon after outscoring the
Fighting Christians 33-7 in kills. LU had an overall .403
team hitting percentage for the game.
LU will return to action at home again this week in an
Important stretch of Big South play against Wlnthrop on
Friday and UNC-Ashevllle on Saturday.

Mill.-. LAWHUKN

DIG THIS! — Junior Anthonia Akpama goes up
for one of her many kills this past weekend.
Akpama recorded 23 kills in two matches.

The 1998-99 National Hockey
League season has been underway for a couple of weeks now
under some major adjustments
to the game. During this first
couple weeks of the season, IVe
been following the NHL closely
and have been drawn in by the
hockey allure and the new rule
changes.
Hockey is a sport that i realty
never got into throughout high
school, partly for lack of exposure. I mean, r live in West
Virginia and how many hockey
players do you hear of that come
out of W.Va.? Hockey, for the
most part, originates its major
talent from Canada, Russia or
somewhere in Europe. But I'm
:not going to let myself be geographically Inept and have
become a huge fan of the NHL
IVe signed up for a fantasy
hockey team on the CnnSl.com
website and have immensely
enjoyed following hockey thus
far through the season. I'm also
. looking forward to seeing my
first NHL game in person over
Thanksgiving break.
But back to the main point at
hand. The NHL, in an attempt to
increase scoring and interest in
hockey, made some major
adjustments to different aspects
of the game over this past offseason. I'm figuring that they
made these changes to become
a little more closely associated
with the international hockey
rules where goals come on a
more frequent basis. It's Just
really not that thrilling to watch
': a 1-1 OT tie. We liketosee goals!
So let's take a closer look at
some of the changes for this
current season:
• The goal lines will be moved
from 11 to 13 feet from the end
boards and the neutral zone
will be reduced from 58 to 54
feet. This change will increase
each end zone to 73 feet In
total length.
This change was added so
the offenses would have more
room to work In the zone. It
should also open up the Ice a
little bit more for the faster
skaters around the league. A
lot of players had been complaining that they just couldn't
open it up enough in the NHL
because it was too crowded
behind the n e t They did everything but eliminate the red
line, which probably won't be
too far behind.
• The semicircle of the goal
crease will be reduced by two
feet on either side of the goal
posts. The sides of the crease
will be defined by straight lines.
If you've ever watched hockey before this season you can
tell Just how much the crease
has been shrunk. It looks really awkward, much like It would
If they raised the rims in basketball. The attempt with this
rule change is to keep so many
goals from being waived off
because someone's skate was
In the crease when the goal
was scored.
• Two referees will be used in
specified games along with the
usual two linesman. Each team
will play 20 games (10 at home,
10 on the road) that will be officiated by the two-referee, twolinesman system.
These changes haven't had a
major impact on play yet, but 1
think we'll see a noticeable difference by the end of the season. Shoot, we'll have plenty of
time to watch hockey this year
without any NBA on TV taking
up air time.
Do you think I'm going to
miss basketalr? Not one bit
Game on!

